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Abstract (en)
A pull-out unit (10) for hanging items, for use in furniture having housing compartments (100) defined by at least two opposite side walls (110, 120)
spaced apart along a width direction (X-X) and extending between a front portion (111, 121) and a rear portion (112, 122), which are spaced apart
along a depth direction (Y-Y) perpendicular to the width direction (X-X) and which extends between a bottom wall (140) connecting the rear portions
(112, 122) and an access opening (130) defined between the front portions (111, 121) of the side walls (110, 120), said pull-out unit comprising:
pivoting means (20) adapted to be attached to the item of furniture (10) inside the housing compartment (100); a support rod (30) configured to
hang hangers (11), clothes or garments, and extending between a first end (31) pivotally attached to the pivoting means (20) and defining a pivot
point (40) proximate to the access opening (130) of the housing compartment (100) and a second end (32) said support rod (30) being configured
to pivot about the pivot point (40) between a rest configuration in which it is arranged entirely inside the housing compartment (100) and a pulled-out
configuration in which it is arranged outside the housing compartment (100), the support rod (30) comprising: a first portion (34) extending along a
first direction of extension (B-B) from the first end (31) to a first intermediate point (33) between the first end (31) and the second end (32); a second
portion (35) connected to the first portion (34) and configured to support one or more hangers (11), said second portion (35) extending along a
second direction of extension (C-C) incident on the first direction of extension (B-B) from the intermediate point (34) to the second end (32), said
second portion (35) being located in a central portion (150) of the housing compartment (100) along the width direction (X-X).
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